Redmine - Patch #27835
Brazilian translation for 3.3-stable
2017-12-21 16:51 - Toshi MARUYAMA

Status: Closed
Priority: Normal
Assignee:
Category: Translations
Target version: 3.3.6

Start date:
Due date:
% Done: 0%
Estimated time: 0.00 hour

Description

From #27620.

```yaml
+++ (+3,-5) config/locales/pt-BR.yml +++
@@
-1224,7 +1224,5
@@
- error_no_projects_with_tracker_allowed_for_new_issue: There are no projects with trackers
- for which you can create an issue
- error_cannot_reassign_time_entries_to_an_issue_about_to_be_deleted: Spent time cannot
- be reassigned to an issue that is about to be deleted
+ error_no_projects_with_tracker_allowed_for_new_issue: Não há projetos com tipos de tarefa para os quais você pode criar uma tarefa
+ error_cannot_reassign_time_entries_to_an_issue_about_to_be_deleted: O tempo gasto não pode ser alterado numa tarefa que será apagada
```

Associated revisions

Revision 17122 - 2017-12-21 16:55 - Toshi MARUYAMA

Brazilian translation for 3.3-stable update by Patrick Kaminski (#27620, #27835)

Revision 17124 - 2017-12-21 17:26 - Toshi MARUYAMA

Merged r17122 from trunk to 3.4-stable (#27620, #27835)

Brazilian translation for 3.3-stable update by Patrick Kaminski.

Revision 17126 - 2017-12-21 17:31 - Toshi MARUYAMA

Merged r17122 from trunk to 3.3-stable (#27620, #27835)

Brazilian translation for 3.3-stable update by Patrick Kaminski.

History

#1 - 2017-12-21 18:15 - Toshi MARUYAMA
- Status changed from New to Closed
Committed in trunk, 3.4-stable, and 3.3-stable.